Faculty members are invited to share their ideas and experiences in the form of papers to be presented during the conclave. The papers can be submitted by an individual or a group. The broad areas of focus (but not limited to) are,

1. Outcomes Assessment
2. Experimental Learning - Open ended experiments, projects, field visits
3. Pedagogies in Engineering Education
4. Research Experiences, Entrepreneurship and Industry – Institute Collaboration
5. Graduate Program Experiences
6. Technology Enhanced Learning
7. Plagiarism and Ethical Issues

The format for the papers is as mentioned below,

Paper Length – One –Two A4 size page(s)

Paper Text – i. Paper Heading: Times New Roman, Font Size-16, Bold face, Centre aligned
   ii. Topic Heading: Times New Roman, Font Size-14, Bold face, Justified
   iii. Paper Body: Times New Roman, Font Size-12, Justified
   iv. For References follow IEEE format

Important Dates: Submission of Papers: May 25, 2017
Communication of Acceptance: June 5, 2017
Faculty Conclave: June 12, 2017

Submission ID: nihikabirla@jmit.ac.in, er.nitin29@jmit.ac.in